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a b s t r a c t 

People with COVID-19 may excrete viable SARS-CoV-2 virus through urine and faeces, which has raised con- 

cerns about the possibility of transmission of COVID-19 via water contaminated or sewage. These concerns are 

especially exacerbated in underdeveloped countries like Brazil, where untreated sewage is usually discharged to 

surface water or soil. Because of that, a hypothesis emerged that was addressed in this study, which seeks to 

understand whether access to basic sanitation services can influence the proliferation of the virus. A correlation 

study was carried out between the cases of COVID-19 and the indicators of basic sanitation from all regions of 

Brazil. The results showed that there was a correlation only with the water supply indicator. A hypothesis that 

would explain the presented correlation would be the inefficiency of the water treatment systems in Brazil, not 

totally inactivating the virus, or possible contamination of the water distribution networks by sanitary sewage. 

In general, the data presented reinforce the need to expand and monitor basic sanitation services, especially to 

ensure the effective and efficient disinfection of drinking water. This monitoring could be useful for early warning 

surveillance of the spread of the virus. 
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. Introduction 

The first cases of COVID-19 were confirmed in Wuhan, China, at

he end of 2019. Subsequently cases of covid-19 appeared in several

ountries, through people who have been to Wuhan city or who have

ad contact with someone who has been there ( World Health Organi-

ation, 2020 ). The SARS-CoV-2 virus mainly attacks the respiratory sys-

em and the gastrointestinal system ( Wong et al., 2020 ) and, in many

ases, symptoms are not even felt ( Zhang et al., 2020a ). The main

oute of transmission of the virus is through contact with infected peo-

le, both symptomatic and asymptomatic, or through surfaces where

he virus may have accumulated through sedimentation of droplets ex-

elled in coughs, sneezing, speaking or breathing by infected people

 Prather et al., 2020 ; Kampf et al., 2020 ). However, there may be sec-

ndary transmission routes such as drinking water and mainly sanitary

ewage, since the presence of SARS-CoV-2 viral RNA has already been

onfirmed in feces from patients with severe COVID-19 (Zhang et al,

020b), as well as from presymptomatic and asymptomatic individuals,

nd found in wastewater from several countries ( Ahmed et al., 2020 ;

urtzer et al., 2020 ; Ferreira, 2020). Because of that, a hypothesis

merged that was addressed in this study, which seeks to understand

hether access to basic sanitation services can influence the prolifera-
ion of the virus. Patients with COVID-19 can shed the virus in their stool 
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or days after all respiratory symptoms have disappeared ( Heller et al.,

020 ; Wu et al., 2020 ). The persistence of viable SARS-Cov-2 in water

nd sewage has not yet been determined, however a study with other

oronaviruses showed a 99.9% die-off of 10 days in tap water at 23°C

nd 100 days at 4°C ( Gundy et al., 2009 ). 

There are several environmental viral routes from faeces to the

outh, surfaces, water or environments where insect vectors are

resent. Through these routes, viruses may reach the mouth and

nfect the respiratory and intestinal tracts of a sensitive individual

 Heller et al., 2020 ). In highly vulnerable environments, monitoring of

asic sanitation conditions could help balance sampling biases and con-

act tracingbased human testing for COVID-19, in addition to being able

o preemptively indicate epidemic outbreaks and determine the exact

isk of community transmission via the faecal-oral route ( Odih et al.,

020 ; Hendriksen et al., 2019 ; Murakami et al., 2020 ). 

Around 2.2 billion people worldwide do not have access to safe

rinking water and 4.2 billion to basic sanitation ( Heller et al., 2020 ).

n Brazil, the average rate of sewage system coverage is 53.2%, while

he rate of sewage collection in urban areas is 61%, with a sewage treat-

ent rate of 46% (ITB, 2018). There are already more than 33,5 million

onfirmed cases of Covid-19 in Brazil, being the third country with the

ost cases in the world, behind only the USA and India and almost 676

housand deaths from the disease ( Brasil, 2022 ). Preventing the rapid
ust 2022 
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pread of COVID-19 still remains a global challenge ( Al Qahtani et al.,

021 ). Monitoring of basic sanitation services may be a potential in-

icator of the spread of COVID-19 and, in this sense, spatio-temporal

attern analysis are important tools to clarify the spread of the disease

nd identify some risk factors. Therefore, the objective of this study was

o investigate the correlation between basic sanitation indicators (wa-

er supply, sewage collection and sewage treatment indicator) and the

umber of cases of COVID-19 (accumulated cases COVID-19, incidence

n 100 thousand, accumulated deaths and accumulated deaths in 100

housand) in all regions of Brazil, to identify possible high-risk trans-

ission clusters. 

.1. Fecal-oral transmission 

One of the ways in which the viral agent responsible for COVID-19

roliferates is in the human gastrointestinal system ( Gao et al., 2020 ).

ccording to Jones et al. (2020) , about 5 to 20% of patients experi-

nce some gastrointestinal discomfort while infected by the virus. After

nalysis carried out in a hospital in Wuhan in contaminated patients,

he presence of viral RNA SARS-CoV-2 was confirmed in fecal sam-

les and anal smears (Zhang et al., 2020b), even in patients who did

ot present gastrointestinal symptoms ( Lin et al., 2020 ) or in asymp-

omatic cases ( Xu et al., 2020 ). Huang et al. (2020) state that the best

ethod of detecting SARS-CoV-2 RNA is through lower respiratory sam-

les, whose correct diagnoses are 100%, while in fecal samples only

9% of cases were detected. Wu et al. (2020) tested 74 patients in a

ospital in Zhuhai, China, of which 55% tested positive for SARS-CoV-2

NA in the fecal samples and they remained positive for an average of

7.9 days, this results in a mean approximately 11.2 days longer than

espiratory samples. Furthermore, Wu et al. (2020) , through statistical

nalyses, suggest the possibility of the duration of viral shedding in feces

o occur for up to 5 weeks after the respiratory samples show negative

esults. 

Many viruses attack the gastrointestinal system and use it as the main

oute of transmission, such as rotaviruses, noroviruses, astroviruses,

mong many others ( Rovida et al., 2013 ). As for the behavior of viruses

rom the same family as COVID 101 19, both SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV

ere characterized by the presence of gastrointestinal symptoms and

iral RNA in stool samples ( Isakbaeva et al., 2004 ; Goh et al, 2013 ), and

or Goh et al. (2013) fecal-oral transmission would explain the spread

f MERS-CoV. According to Goh et al. (2020) , SARS-CoV-2, as well as

ther CoV, have intermediate levels of potential for fecal-oral transmis-

ion, but it presents a differential compared to others, since its outer

ayer is more resistant, thus having the permanence in the environment

nd its contagion. However, there is still no proof of the feasibility of per-

anence and contamination of the virus in the environment ( Yeo et al.,

09 2020 ). If confirmed, fecal-oral transmission can enhance and jus-

ify the number of cases of COVID-19, especially in places with poor

ccess to basic sanitation, such as in places of open defecation, with-

ut water treatment and poor management of infectious solid waste

 Gwenzi, 2021 ). 

.2. Contamination of rivers and drinking water 

The survival of viruses in water depends on a series of environ-

ental factors such as sunlight, presence of organic matter or microor-

anisms, but the main one is temperature ( Pinon and Vialette, 2018 ).

asanova et al. (2009) observed the survival and infection of coron-

viruses and other viruses in water for long periods at low temperatures

r environments. Gundy et al. (2009) concluded that coronaviruses re-

ain in public water supplies for up to 10 days at room temperature

23°C) and up to 100 days at low temperatures (4°C). 

The study by Guerrero-Latorre et al. (2020) was the first to record

he RNA of the SARS-CoV-2 virus in urban river waters in Quito,

cuador. High levels of viral load were quantified, which can be ex-

lained by the fact that this water body receives untreated sewage from
2 
ore than 3 million people ( Guerrero-Latorre et al., 2020 ). In Milan,

imoldi et al. (2020) detected the presence of RNA SARS-CoV-2 in the

hree rivers analyzed, which may be the result of illicit discharges or

alfunctioning of sewage networks. The communities most susceptible

o transmission through contaminated drinking water are those resid-

ng in informal settlements, slums, urban or rural areas without access

o a reliable network ( Gwenzi, 2021 ). Data regarding coronaviruses are

till scarce, but there are facts that link drinking water contamination

o other outbreaks of human infections such as cholera, for example

 Rebaudet et al., 2013 ). 

. Methodology 

In this paper we investigated the bivariate correlations between the

umber of cases of COVID-19 (accumulated cases COVID-19, incidence

er 100,000 inhabitants, accumulated deaths and accumulated deaths

er 100,000 inhabitants) with indicators that reflect the sanitation (wa-

er supply, sewage collection and sewage treatment indicator). The anal-

sis took place for all of Brazil and the sampling was delimited consid-

ring the cities with more and less cases of COVID-19, and with the best

nd worst rates of basic sanitation. 

.1. Study area 

The study area was defined considering the following parameters:

) cities with higher levels of sanitation; b) cities with lower levels of

asic sanitation; c) cities with the highest incidence of COVID-19 per

00,000 inhabitants; d) cities with the lowest incidence of COVID-19 per

00,000 inhabitants; e) cities with the highest number of accumulated

ases of COVID-19; f) cities with the lowest number of accumulated cases

f COVID-19; g) cities with the highest number of deaths; and h) cities

ith the highest number of deaths per 100,000 inhabitants. The area is

epresented in Figure 1 and encompasses all Brazilian regions, totaling

26 cities from 24 states and the Federal District. 

.2. Data collection 

Information regarding the number of confirmed cases of COVID-19,

he incidence of COVID-19 cases per 100,000 inhabitants, the number

f deaths accumulated and the deaths accumulated per 100,000 in-

abitants were collected in the Interactive Panel Coronavirus Brazil of

he Ministry of Health ( Brasil, 2020 ) in March 2021. The "per 100,000

nhabitants" indicators were calculated for every 100,000 inhabitants

f the respective cities. These indicators are used to make it possi-

le to compare cities with different numbers of inhabitants. Data on

asic sanitation were collected from the Sanitation Information Panel

 Brasil, 2019 ), and the indicators used were: a) Water supply index,

hich indicates the total portion of the population, whether urban or

ural, served by the network of water supply; b) Sewage service index,

hich represents the portion of the population, rural or urban, served by

 sewage collection network, with or without treatment; and c) Sewage

reatment index, which expresses the percentage of sewage treated by

ater consumed. The cities with the best and worst basic sanitation indi-

ators in Brazil were extracted from the 2020 Basic Sanitation Ranking

Instituto Trata Brasil, 2020 ) and their population from the reports of

he Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics ( Ibge, 2020 ). 

.3. Statistical analysis 

Bivariate correlation analysis were performed using the Pearson or

pearman methods, with a confidence interval of 95%. Pearson’s cor-

elation method is indicated when both variables have normal behav-

or, while Spearman’s correlation method is a non parametric tech-

ique,probabilistic distribution free. 
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Figure 1. Location map of cities 

Table 1 

Correlation matrix of basic sanitation indicators and COVID-19 

Water supply Sewage collection Sewage treatment 

Accumulated cases p < 0.001 ∗ 0.072 0.169 

r 0.391 0.205 0.157 

Incidence on 100,000 

inhab. 

p 0.177 0.122 0.611 

r 0.124 -0.177 -0.058 

Accumulated deaths p < 0.001 ∗ 0.234 0.725 

r 0.374 0.136 0.040 

Accumulated deaths in 

100,000 inhab. 

p 0.047 ∗ 0.904 0.261 

r 0.181 0.014 0.129 

∗ Statistical significance of 95% 
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. Results and discussion 

The data collected showed non-normal statistical behavior, thus, the

ivariate correlation method used was Spearman’s (data reliability of

5%), whose results are shown in Table 1 . 

Analyzing the data in Table 1 , they indicate that there was no statis-

ical significance between the indicators related to sanitary sewage and

he COVID-19 disease, considering the sampling period of this study, at

he national level, indicating that there is no correlation between the

ariables. With regard to the water supply indicator, there was a corre-

ation with three indicators of the disease, namely: accumulated cases,

ccumulated deaths and accumulated deaths per 100,000 inhabitants. 

The correlation coefficient of the water supply indicator with the ac-

umulated cases and accumulated deaths of COVID-19 was 0.391 and

.374, which is considered a weak correlation. Meanwhile, the correla-

ion between water supply and deaths accumulated in 100,000 inhab-

tants was considered very weak, whose value was equal to 0.181. In

ll cases, the coefficient had a positive value, that is, the variables are

irectly proportional. This fact is unexpected, as there are no records

n the literature that point to this occurrence ( Giacobbo et al., 2021 ).

owever Chan et al. (2011) proved that the virus can remain stable for

p to three weeks in a liquid environment and viral loads of SARS-CoV-

 were detected in rivers in Ecuador and Italy ( Guerrero-Latorre et al.,

020 ; Rimoldi et al., 2020 ). These concerns are especially exacerbated

n underdeveloped countries like Brazil, where untreated sewage is usu-
3 
lly discharged to surface water or soil (which ends up contaminating

roundwater). 

SARS-CoV-2 is a coated RNA coronavirus with a brittle exterior mem-

rane and therefore is less environmentally stable, being deactivated by

xidants in aqueous media. A hypothesis that would explain the pre-

ented correlation would be the inefficiency of the water treatment sys-

ems in Brazil or possible contamination of the water distribution net-

orks by sanitary sewage. Insufficient disinfection of faecal-infected

rinking water allows viral transmission by consumption, inhalation

r aspiration (water bathing) or by skin or eye contact ( Pinon and

ialette, 2018 ). 

In Brazil, the lack of basic sanitation overwhelmed the health sys-

em with 273,403 hospitalizations and 2,734 deaths from waterborne

iseases such as diarrhea, leptospirosis, schistosomiasis and malaria in

019 ( SNIS, 2019 ). The incidence of hospitalizations was 13.01 cases

er 10,000 inhabitants, which generated expenditures of R$ 108 mil-

ion for the country that year. Hospitalizations and deaths that could

ave been avoided if the basic sanitation system was satisfactory. Cor-

elation analysis was also performed for each region of the country. The

nly variables that showed statistical significance were the incidence

f cases in 100,000 inhabitants and sewage collection in the southern

egion with a correlation coefficient equal to -0.561, which indicates

hat the correlation is moderate and inversely proportional, that is, the

igher the rate of the population that is served by sewage collection, the

ower is the incidence of COVID-19. 
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Martins et al. (2020) , found moderate and inversely proportional cor-

elation coefficients in cities in the northern region of the country, the

alue was -0.414, indicating that the larger the portion of the popula-

ion supplied with water, the smaller the number of cases of the disease.

t is noteworthy that in this study they considered the statistical signifi-

ance to be 90%. In another study carried out for all Brazilian states, the

esults showed no statistical significance between the mortality rates of

atients with COVID-19 and the indicators of water supply and sanita-

ion ( Aquino, 2020 ). On the other hand, Silva et al. (2020) found a sig-

ificant and inversely proportional correlation between the death rate

y COVID-14 and the indicators of sewage treatment and water supply,

ith -0.611 and -0.464, respectively; they also obtained a correlation

etween the incidence of COVID-19 and sanitation indicators, being -

.526 for sewage treatment and -0.631 for water supply. This study dif-

ers from the others in terms of sample size and period of analysis, most

tudies were carried out at the beginning of the pandemic, when there

as still little data and the rules of social isolation were more correctly

ollowed. Since then, many factors have caused the spread of the virus

cross the country, such as the non-use of masks, reopening of stores,

ack of public policies, non-compliance with social distancing, social in-

quality, among many others. Thus, the data may have been influenced

y these factors. 

Even if it is not possible to affirm correlation and causality between

he sanitation indicators and the COVID-19 disease, they can be used as

ools to monitor cases, as has been done in several countries, through

ater-based epidemiology (WBE) ( Gwenzi, 2021 ; Baldovin et al., 2021 ;

etancourt et al., 2021), this is a way to identify the real portion

f the population that may be contaminated ( Giacobbo et al., 2021 ;

iktorczyk-Kapischke et al., 2021 ; Zhu et al., 2021 ), after all, studies

ave already proven the positive correlation between cases of COVID-

9 and the concentration of viral RNA SARS-CoV-2 in wastewater from

he same region ( Weidhaas et al., 2021 ). 

. Conclusions 

With the development of this work, a correlation was observed in

hree of the twelve analyzes of basic sanitation with the COVID-19 dis-

ase, all pointing to a relationship with the water supply indicator. Be-

ween this indicator and the variables of accumulated cases and accumu-

ated deaths, the correlation was weak, with a correlation coefficient of

.391 and 0.374. The variable deaths accumulated per 100 thousand in-

abitants showed a very weak correlation with water supply, with a cor-

elation coefficient of 0.181. The other variables did not show statistical

ignificance in the 95% range. Although the transmission of SARS-CoV-2

hrough water is still under investigation, the results presented reinforce

he alert for the need to expand and monitor basic sanitation services,

ainly to ensure the effective and efficient disinfection of water sup-

ly. Water monitoring could be useful for early warning surveillance of

he spread of the virus. Epidemiology based on water quality could help

etermine an upward or downward trend in the spread of SARS-CoV-

. This work was carried out using secondary data reported during the

andemic and this data source may have missing datasets and the num-

er of COVID-19 cases in Brazil is probably under-reported. However, it

s noteworthy that variables that are directly linked to the transmission

nd proliferation of the virus, such as social distancing, mask use and

ygiene, have been neglected in Brazil since the beginning of the pan-

emic and that the lack of quality public policies, the huge inequality

ocioeconomic status and denial have made Brazil one of the epicenters

f COVID-19. Because of this, it is recommended that future studies take

hese and other factors into account. 
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